HEALTHCARE SOLUTIONS

TransLogic® Pneumatic Tube System Parts
Carrier Liner
TransLogie® carrier liners provide cushion support for your transport load. Molded from high-quality foam for durability and longevity, liners are available in both thin and full thickness. Carrier liners are available in 4 and 6-inch sizes and may be cleaned with disinfectants or by ethylene oxide exposure.
- Thin Liners (set of 5)
- Full Liners
- Single Slotted Liner (sold individually) – available in 4-inch only
- Full Liners - Memory foam available in 6-inch only (set of 5)

Clean-Out Kit
Cleanout kits are available in the event a breakable item is not properly packaged before it is sent. Cleanout kits include a pre-drilled bottle that fits tightly into TransLogic carriers. Complete instructions for removing spilled liquid substances from the system are included. These kits minimize downtime while effectively and quickly cleaning out your system.

Zip N' Fold Pouch
Zip N' Fold pouches provide maximum protection from spills, whether transporting lab specimens or pharmaceuticals in a PTS. The “Clean Pouch” is clearly marked in green for the transport of pharmaceuticals and other nonbiohazard materials. The red biohazard identification label on the Biohazard pouch meets the strictest OSHA standards.

Biohazard Pouch
The Biohazard Pouch is available with or without the vacutainer insert and is sold in sets of five. Pouch thickness:
- 12-mil thick vinyl pouch, 6-mil thick vinyl insert; Closure: Ziplock and Velcro tab pouch.
- Small Biohazard Pouches with Inserts (10.5” x 10.5”)
- Small Biohazard Pouches without Inserts
- Five Inserts
- Large pouches (10.5” x 14”)

Clean Pouch
Pouch thickness: 12-mil thick vinyl pouch, 6-mil vinyl insert; Closure: Ziplock and Velcro tab pouch. (IV pouch is Ziplock closure only.)
Carrier Components

Following is a list of our most commonly ordered carrier components. You may also login to our customer support portal to view the complete parts list at hessupport.swisslognorthamerica.com.

NexSeal™ Carrier Components
- DuraBand Replacement Kit (repairs 5 carriers)
- Biohazard Carrier Label Set

Eco-Seal™ Carrier Components
- DuraBand Replacement Kit
- Blue DuraBands (repairs 5 carriers)
- Green DuraBands (repairs 5 carriers)
- Eco-Seal Latch Replacement Kit (repairs 5 carriers)
- O-Ring Replacement Kit (repairs 5 carriers)
- White O-Ring (repairs 5 carriers)
- Biohazard Carrier Label Set
- Latch Installation Tool

6-Inch Universal Carrier Components
- DuraBand Replacement Kit (repairs 5 carriers)
- Universal Latch Replacement Kit (repairs 10 carriers)
- Hinge Pins (repairs 5 carriers)

PTS System Upgrade Kits

Blower Rebuild Kit
4 and 6-Inch PV blowers

Station Motor Plate
The following PTS station motor plate components are available in 4 and 6-inch sizes.
- Station Motor Plate Rebuild Kit - welded frame
- Station Motor Plate Rebuild Kit - extruded frame

TransLogic Transfer Unit Rebuild Kit
The following PTS transfer unit kits are available in 4 and 6-inch sizes.
- TU rebuild kit 1x2
- TU rebuild kit 1x4
- TU rebuild kit 1x6

Post Conversion Rebuild Kits
Swisslog has components to rebuild and/or convert 4 and 6-inch Quantum and competitive PTS equipment, including stations, blowers, transfer units and diverters.

Swisslog offers a wide variety of upgrades and rebuild options for various vintages of equipment. Please contact your Swisslog representative to identify what is required for your specific equipment.
At Swisslog, we take your satisfaction very seriously. To ensure our solutions meet your needs on an ongoing basis, we conduct rigorous evaluations of our automated material transport systems.

By offering Swisslog-certified parts and guaranteed performance, we give our customers unmatched competitive advantage; keeping their systems running smoothly and supporting their warranty coverage.

About Us

Swisslog designs, develops, and delivers efficient automation for forward-thinking hospitals, warehouses, and distribution centers. We offer integrated solutions from a single source—from consulting services to design, implementation and lifetime customer service.